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Lattice effects in La12xCaxMnO3 „x50˜1…:
Relationships between distortions, charge distribution, and magnetism
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X-ray-absorption fine-structure measurements from the Mn and LaK edges of samples of La12xCaxMnO3

(x50→1) are presented as a function of temperature. In the insulating state, distortions of the Mn-O envi-
ronment are found to be linear with calcium concentrationx. These distortions are consistent with a model
where individual Mn31 sites have strong Jahn-Teller~JT! distortions while Mn41 sites do not, although
intermediate distortions are also possible. Comparisons to simulations of various possible bond length distri-
butions show that these distortions are best modeled as a JT distortion, as opposed to charge disproportionation
or other models. In the metallic state, at least;70% of the distortion is removed. A similar effect is seen in
the Mn-Mn bond length distribution. The La-O bond length distribution does not change significantly through
the ferromagnetic transition, constraining possible changes in the Mn-O-Mn bond angle to less than 0.5°. The
changes in the MnO6 distortion that occur nearTc are also present~to a lesser degree! in an insulating sample
with x50.12. The functional relation between the MnO6 distortions and the magnetization is determined, and
compared to transport measurements.@S0163-1829~98!04917-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The La12xAxMnO3 series~where A is a divalent metal
such as Ca, Sr, Ba, or Pb! demonstrates many interestin
electronic, magnetic, and structural properties. Stoich
metric LaMnO3 has a distorted perovskite structure a
Mn31 is Jahn-Teller~JT! active. Below a Ne´el temperature
TN , the system is also an antiferromagnetic~AF! insulator,
with ferromagnetic~FM! coupling within MnO2 planes and
AF coupling between the planes.1 At room temperature, sys
tems with A5Ca are paramagnetic~PM! insulators. For 0
,x&0.2, these systems have a FM transition at a Curie t
peratureTc , and are also insulators. For 0.2&x&0.48, these
materials have a FM transition which coincides with a me
insulator ~MI ! transition.2–4 At higher calcium concentra
tions, the system becomes antiferromagnetic belowTN and is
an insulator both above and belowTN . This region ofx also
exhibits charge ordering~CO!.5,6 A large peak in the magne
toresistance~MR! was measured in La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 near
room temperature by Volger.7

The basic mechanism of electronic transport has lo
been thought to be the ‘‘double-exchange’’~DE!
mechanism,8–10 whereby an electron requires less energy
570163-1829/98/57~17!/10440~15!/$15.00
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hop to a neighboring Mn site if the spin of the ion at th
neighboring site is aligned with the electron’s spin. Such
hopping also promotes ferromagnetic order in the lattice.
though DE correctly predicts many of the properties of the
materials, detailed calculations of the electronic proper
must account for spin-lattice interactions.10 Recent reexami-
nations of the material have dubbed the magnetoresista
effects in these materials ‘‘colossal’’ magnetoresistan
~CMR! because of the enhancements of the effect that ca
obtained in thin films, by varying the stoichiometry, and
high applied magnetic fields.11–14 These enhancements ca
not be understood only in terms of the DE model: In ma
cases, the magnetoresistance generated by the DE mod
much smaller than is actually measured.15 One possibility for
understanding the large magnetoresistance is to allow f
large lattice distortion aboveTc , which is at least partially
removed belowTc .16–19This distortion would occur when a
localized charge carrier induces a polaron distortion, wh
increases the energy required for the charge to hop t
neighboring site.

There is a growing body of literature supporting a stro
spin-lattice coupling in these materials. In particular,
orthorhombic to rhombohedral transition can be driven w
an applied magnetic field,20 and a large isotope shift ofTc
10 440 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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(;20 K) with high O18 concentration has been measured21

Evidence supporting polaronic transport aboveTc includes
resistivity22 and thermoelectric power23 ~TEP! measure-
ments. Perhaps the most convincing studies showing a
nection between the electronic properties and the lattice
the local-structure measurements which show that the M
environment orders sharply as the temperature is decre
through Tc , consistent with near-neighbor Mn-O bon
lengths separated by;0.1 Å aboveTc that are less separate
below Tc .24–27 The order of magnitude of these distortio
was predicted by Milliset al.,17 and is consistent with the
size of the JT distortion in LaMnO3. Changes in the oxygen
thermal parameters atTc measured by diffraction28–30 con-
firm that the oxygen atoms are involved in the CMR tran
tion.

Although the importance of the spin-lattice interaction h
now been well established, several fundamental quest
remain. Many such questions can be elucidated by a lo
structure probe. One important issue for understanding
resistivity aboveTc , and hence the size of the magnetores
tance, is to determine how much of the distortion is remov
below Tc . It has been shown from x-ray-absorption fin
structure~XAFS! analysis that the polaron belowTc is not
completely delocalized in CMR samples of La12xCaxMnO3,
since the distortion of the Mn-O pairs still decreases w
increasing magnetization.26 Likewise, pair-distribution func-
tion ~PDF! analysis of neutron diffraction data has demo
strated that the size of the distortion in CMR samples
La12xSrxMnO3 is intermediate between completely localiz
and itinerant.27 These PDF data have been interpreted as
dicating that the distortion is spread out over approximat
three Mn sites.27 Further work is needed to clarify the natu
of the distortion, and in particular how it is related to oth
properties of the materials.

Another central issue concerns the driving force for p
laron formation. A strong possibility is that when no ho
resides on a Mn lattice position, that is, the Mn is in the 31
state, a local JT distortion is generated around that site.
tainly the overall size of the distortion is consistent with a
distortion. However, other possibilities exist. For instance
a large fraction of the Mn31 charge-disproportionates~CD!
into Mn21 and Mn41, similar distortions would be created
In such a model, the fractional amount of CD changes w
calcium concentrationx. This model is supported by thermo
gravimetric and equilibrium constant work31,32 and TEP
~Ref. 33! measurements. We will consider these and ot
possible models of the distortions by comparing them to
measured distortions as a function ofx, and in particular, to
the distortions in the end members LaMnO3 and CaMnO3.

All local-structure studies to date have shown change
the distribution width of the Mn-O pairs asT passes through
Tc . These results are very strong evidence for small pola
formation aboveTc mediated by localized~on the time scales
of phonons! electrons converting Mn41 to Mn31. However,
the nature of local probes is that they only measure ra
distances between atoms. It has been suggested that the
O-Mn bond angle may play the more significant role, sin
this angle determines the matrix element for hopping
tween Mn sites.34 Previous structural studies did not addre
changes in the Mn-O-Mn bond angle. In fact, a change in
Mn-O bond length distribution width~as in Refs. 24–27!
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could be a consequence of a change in the Mn-O-Mn b
angle. If such a change in the bond angle occurs, it sho
result in significant changes in the Ca-O or La-O bo
lengths (;0.2 Å). If this change in angle were the only e
fect, PDF measurements24,27 likely would have measured it
On the other hand, if the changes in the Mn-O-Mn an
were somewhat smaller, PDF analysis may have had tro
detecting it, since the O-O, Ca-O, and La-O peaks all fall
top of each other.~Large changes in this peak were attribut
solely to changes in the O-O distribution.! A less ambiguous
measurement of the direction of the oxygen distortion is th
vital for determining the mechanism allowing for metalli
like transport.

Last, obtaining some more quantitative relations betwe
the structural, magnetic, and electrical properties could be
important step towards understanding the physics of
CMR materials. For instance, Hundleyet al.22 have shown
that the resistance and the magnetism relate simply
ln(r)}2M. Cohnet al.35 have found that the lattice therma
resistivity scales with MnO6 distortions for various sample
of La12xCaxMnO3, and that the total thermal resistivityk21

goes asK12K2M2 ~K1 andK2 are constants! for Ax5Sr0.17.
As shown in Ref. 26, the temperature dependence of
disorder of the Mn-O in the metallic state is likely related
the magnetism, rather than thermal effects. We have rece
shown that a simple model of the distortions can yield
effective delocalized hole concentrationndh, and that
ln(ndh)}M .36 Here we present a more detailed analysis
this result and compare with other possible models.

In order to directly address these and other questions
have performed XAFS experiments on the La12xCaxMnO3
series (x50→1) from T550 K to 300 K. MnK-edge data
allow us to measure various properties of the MnO6 distor-
tion, including changes in the Mn-Mn bond length distrib
tion nearTc . La K-edge data allow us to measure any po
sible changes in the Mn-O-Mn bond angle by isolating t
La-O bonds. Comparisons of the samples with variousx al-
low us to determine how much of the distortion is rea
removed in the magnetic state. In Sec. II we describe
experimental setup and basic sample characterization.
present the absorption and XAFS data in Sec. III, and a
lyze the results in terms of various distortion models a
changes with magnetization in Sec. IV. Our results are su
marized in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Powder samples of La12xCaxMnO3 ~x50.0, 0.12, 0.21,
0.25, 0.3, 0.65, and 1.0! were prepared by solid state reactio
of La2O3, CaCO3, and MnO2 with repeated grindings and
firings at temperatures up to 1400 °C and a final slow coo
1 °C per minute. The dc magnetization was measured usi
commercial superconducting quantum interference dev
~SQUID! magnetometer. Samples withx50.0 and 1.0
showed antiferromagnetic transitions at;130 and 125 K,
respectively. The magnetization of thex50.65 sample
showed features consistent with a CO transition at 270 K
an AF transition at;140 K.5,6 Diffraction measurements o
the LaMnO3 sample indicate that this sample is monoclin
while all other samples are orthorhombic. TGA shows t
actual stoichiometry of this sample to be LaMnO3.006. Figure
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10 442 57C. H. BOOTHet al.
1 shows the magnetization for the ferromagnetic samplex
50.12, 0.21, 0.25, and 0.30.Tc’s are estimated to be 198~2!,
210~2!, 243~2!, and 260~2! K, respectively, by extrapolating
the data at maximum slope toM50.0. The transition of the
insulatingx50.12 sample is much broader than the other F
samples, all of which have CMR transitions in the vicinity
Tc . This sharpening of the transition in the presence of
CMR transition may be a sample-dependent effect, or m
be due to DE enhancement of the magnetism.

All XAFS data were collected at the Stanford Synchrotr
Radiation Laboratory~SSRL!. Mn K-edge data were col
lected on beam line 2-3 using Si~220! double monochro-
mator crystals for all samples. LaK-edge data were collecte
on beam line 4-2 using Si~400! crystals for samples withx
50.12, 0.21, 0.25, and 0.65. All data were collected in tra
mission mode. A powdered Mn metal sample was used a
energy reference for the MnK-edge data. The manganit
powders were reground, passed through a 400-mesh s
and brushed onto Scotch tape. Layers of tape were stack
obtain absorption lengthsmMnt;1 for each sample. Sample
were placed in an Oxford LHe flow cryostat, and tempe
tures were regulated to within 0.1 K. Absorption from oth
excitations~pre-edge absorption! was removed by fitting the
data to a Victoreen formula, and a simple spline~7 knots at
constant intervals;140 eV in E! was used to simulate th
embedded-atom absorptionm0 . The XAFS oscillationsx
were then obtained as a function of photoelectron wave v
tor k5A2me(E2E0)/\2 from x(k)5m/m021. E0 of the
samples was determined from the first inflection point of
main edge, withE0 of Mn metal set to 6539 eV. Fits to th
data were performed inr space after Fourier transformin
~FT! kx(k). The real and imaginary parts of this transfor
are complicated functions of the scattering potentials. We
to backscattering amplitudes and phases calculated by
FEFF6code,37 which has been shown to be very accurate o
a wide range of materials~for instance, see Ref. 38!. XAFS
amplitudes are subject to an overall reduction factorS0

2,
which can be determined well from a suitable model co
pound. All fits reported for the MnK edge use anS0

2

50.72, obtained from CaMnO3. Further details of the meth
ods used to reduce and fit the data can be found in Ref.

FIG. 1. Normalized magnetization vsT for the ferromagnetic
samples of La12xCaxMnO3. These data are normalized to the ma
netization atT55 K, M0 . All data were collected at 5000 Oe
except forx50.25, which were collected at 1500 Oe.
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Figure 2 showskx(k) vs k for La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 as an ex-
ample of data quality.

Generally, three scans were collected at each tempera
point for each sample, although occasionally only two we
obtained. Estimated errors reported below are based on
reproducibility of these scans to emphasize relative chan
in the material from one temperature to the next, and in
way account for absolute errors. Absolute errors on near
neighbor bond lengths for well-ordered reference crys
have been shown to be;0.005 Å.38 Errors in bond length
distribution widths~s! are around 5% for nearest neighbor
but can be as high as 20% for further neighbors with int
vening atoms, such as Mn-O-Mn. Relative errors, that
measurements of changes in the amplitudes and bond len
from one temperature to the next, are much better beca
the main contribution to such errors is from counting sta
tics, rather than from the fitting function.

The relative errors from one temperature to the next h
been minimized by carefully checking the alignment of t
sample to the incident photon beam. The vertical sam
profile was scanned at each temperature and data colle
on the same point on the sample. Checking this alignmen
important due to thermal contraction of the sample hold
Generally, the sample was aligned within;50mm. Cases
where such good alignment was not obtained are reflecte
larger estimated errors in the plots.

III. RESULTS

A. Valence determinations from edge region

The absolute photoelectron excitation energy can giv
good measure of the mean Mn valence, provided a suita
reference material can be obtained. We used LaMnO3 and
CaMnO3 as the Mn31 and Mn41 reference standards, respe
tively. E0 , as measured from the inflection point in the ma
part of the edge~Fig. 3!, was found to be 4.15~10! eV higher
for CaMnO3 than LaMnO3, in agreement with Subı´aset al.39

All Ca-substituted samples hadE0’s that agreed with a
simple linear interpolation of the Mn31 and Mn41 standards
based on calcium concentration within an experimental e
of 0.06 valence units~0.2 eV! for each measured tempera

FIG. 2. A single XAFS scan ofkx(k) vs k for La0.75Ca0.25MnO3

at T550 K, as an example of data quality.
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57 10 443LATTICE EFFECTS IN La12xCaxMnO3 (x50→1): . . .
ture. Likewise, no changes in edge position with tempera
were observed for any of the samples, within experimen
error.

Interestingly, theslopeof the main edge does not chang
much across the entire concentration range. If individ
Mn31 and Mn41 sites exist, one would expect the slope
the main absorption edge to broaden for intermediate d
ings, i.e.,x;0.5. This effect should be observable in thex
50.65 data. No significant change in the slope is measu
for this sample, indicating that the Mn acts mixed valent
these time scales (;10215 s) despite the fact that this samp
is a charge-ordered insulator. Further work is needed to
derstand the significance of this result.

By averaging all the measurements aboveTc and those
below Tc for each sample, we find no shift in the edge e
ergy from 300 K to 50 K to within 0.02 eV, or 531023

valence units. This averaged measurement disagrees
Ref. 25, which reports an increase of the MnK-edge energy
of 0.5 eV as the temperature is lowered throughTc in a
sample of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3. This large measured differenc
may be due to the much smaller amount of data used in
25. For instance, our measurement of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 in-
cludes 32 scans over 11 temperatures, whereas Ref. 25
11 scans over 3 temperatures. Even so, this large discrep
is outside the estimated error for both experiments.

It is worth noting that for La0.6Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 (Tc
5160 K!, Subı́as et al.39 have measured a small edge sh
of ;10.01 eV between 210 K and 50 K. In addition, the
measure a positive shift of;10.10 eV between 210 K and
160 K and a shift of;20.09 eV from 160 K to 50 K. These
authors report that they obtain similar results f
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3. Our experiments are not sensitive enou
to unambiguously detect to such small shifts.

B. Local structure of the end members LaMnO3 and CaMnO3

LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 have essentially the same struct
re: Each is a distorted perovskite with canted MnO6 octa-
hedra that create Mn-O-Mn bond angles within;2° of

FIG. 3. Main absorption edgemt vs E for all samples atT
550 K. The absorption jump at the threshold energyE0 ~energy at
inflection point!, as determined by a Victoreen formula, is norm
ized to unity. From left to right, the samples arex50.0 ~solid line!,
x50.12 ~dotted line!, x50.21, 0.25 and 0.30~short dashed line!,
x50.65 ~long dashed line!, andx51.0 ~solid line!.
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159°.40–42 Consequently, the unit cell is larger than th
simple cubic unit cell containing one formula unit. Both L
and Ca are distorted from the central position in the sim
cubic unit cell, making their near-neighbor oxygen enviro
ment complicated. In addition to these distortions, LaMn3
has a JT distortion which splits the six otherwise eq
~within 0.01 Å! Mn-O bond lengths in the tilted octahedr
into three pairs of unequal length. This distortion preser
~within a couple degrees! the Mn-O-Mn bond angles. Table
lists some of the important bond lengths as given by
diffraction studies.

Figure 4 shows the FT ofkx(k) vs r of both these com-
pounds atT550 K from the MnK-edge data. Also shown in
this figure is a simulation~i.e., no free parameters! using the
structures from Ref. 41 and Ref. 42, calculated byFEFF6.37

The simulations use a correlated Debye model with a De
temperatureQD5550 K @specific heat of LaMnO3 gives
QD5300 K ~Ref. 43!#. The reader should note that the co
related Debye temperature describes the thermal depend
of the bond length distribution width forpairs of atoms.
Since bond lengths are not very sensitive to acoustic pho
vibrations, estimates of the correlated Debye temperature
often higher than the~uncorrelated! Debye temperature ob
tained from heat capacity or diffraction measurements.

The amplitude of the complex transform gives a meas
of the number of neighbors to the Mn atoms at a givenr .
The real part of the transform~sometimes referred to loosel
as the ‘‘phase’’! is very sensitive to shifts in the atom-pa
separation distances. Both the amplitude and the phase
sensitive to the species of neighboring atom. The position

TABLE I. Near-neighbor bond lengthsR and number of neigh-
bors,N, for various atom pairs in LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 as given
by diffraction studies~Refs. 40–42!. Data for individual bond
lengths are averaged to account for the poorer resolution of XA
data for these pure materials. The LaMnO3 sample Norbyet al.
~Ref. 40! used was orthorhombic, while Mitchellet al. ~Ref. 41!
had a monoclinic sample. The monoclinic sample was found
have four distinct Mn sites. We have averaged the atomic pair
tances of these sites for this table. Similarly, the Mn-Ca/La en
ronments for these materials are very distorted, and so their ave
bond lengths are also reported here.

Atom pair

LaMnO3
a LaMnO3

b CaMnO3
c

N R N R N R

Mn-O 2 1.92 2 1.91 6 1.90
2 1.97 2 1.97
2 2.15 2 2.17

La/Ca-O 4 2.45 4 2.45 4 2.35
4 2.7 4 2.67 4 2.57
4 3.2 4 3.3 4 3.0

Mn-Ca/La 2 3.24 2 3.24 2 3.09
4 3.39 4 3.38 4 3.23
2 3.65 2 3.67 2 3.37

Mn-Mn 2 3.86 6 3.98 6 3.73
4 3.97

aReference 40.
bReference 41.
cReference 42.
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10 444 57C. H. BOOTHet al.
peaks in the amplitude are shifted from the actual interato
pair distances by a phase shift due to the scattering of
photoelectron from both the central and the neighboring
oms. Since the FT has real and imaginary parts, contribut
from different scattering paths can constructively or destr
tively interfere. Fits to the~calculable! contribution from in-
dividual atom pairs are therefore necessary to get relia
detailed information about the local structure. In any ca
the first peak at;1.5 Å is due to the near-neighbor Mn-O
bond lengths near 1.97 Å. The ‘‘multipeak’’ from;2.6 to
3.5 Å has contributions from Mn-La, Mn-Ca, and Mn-M
paths ~see Table I for actual bond lengths!, including the
multiple scattering contributions from Mn-O-Mn paths.

The agreement between the data and the simulation
remarkable, indicating that the local structure around Mn
these samples is very similar to the average structure g
by the diffraction data used to calculate the simulations.
must point out that the structure used in the simulations
Fig. 4 for LaMnO3 are from Ref. 41, which finds a spac
group of P21 /c, in agreement with diffraction data on ou
sample. A simulation using data from Ref. 40, which us
the Pnma space group~indicating excess oxygen41!, com-
pares just as well to the XAFS transform. In fact, the sim
lations from Ref. 40 and Ref. 41 are almost identical
atom-pair separations that are as long as the Mn-Mn pa
Therefore, these MnK-edge XAFS experiments are not se
sitive to the changes in local structure arising from the d
ferences between the stoichiometric~monoclinic! and off-
stoichiometric~orthorhombic! samples. On the other han
simulations using data from Elemanset al.44 do not compare
well with the XAFS results.~See Sec. III D for comparison
at the LaK edge.!

FIG. 4. MnK-edge Fourier transforms~FT’s! of kx(k) vs r for
~a! LaMnO3 and ~b! CaMnO3 at T550 K. The oscillating curve is
the real part of the transform and the outer envelope is the am
tude of the transform (@Re21Im2#1/2). The dotted line in each pane
is a simulation using diffraction data from Mitchellet al. ~Ref. 41!
for LaMnO3 and Poeppelmeieret al. ~Ref. 42! for CaMnO3. The
simulations are calculated usingFEFF6 ~Ref. 37!. All transforms in
this paper are from 3.5 to 14.5 Å21 and Gaussian broadened b
0.3 Å21.
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The amplitude of the first peak is most sensitive to t
coordination number and distribution width of the neare
neighbor oxygens. Sensitivity to long Mn-O bonds is low
than to short Mn-O bonds because the XAFS amplitude f
off as 1/r 2. In the case of the CaMnO3, this first peak cor-
responds to all six Mn-O pairs at a distance of;1.9 Å.
Since the Mn-O environment in LaMnO3 is JT distorted, this
first peak is mostly sensitive to the first two Mn-O lengths
;1.92 Å and 1.97 Å, and less sensitive to the long Mn
bonds at;2.18 Å. Differences between the simulation a
the data near 1.95 Å in the LaMnO3 spectrum are likely due
to differences between our sample and the model for
longer Mn-O peak.

Results of fits to these data are reported below in
context of the La12xCaxMnO3 series.

C. La12xCaxMnO3 series from the Mn K edge

Figure 5 shows the FT ofkx(k) for the Mn K-edge data
for the full La12xCaxMnO3 series atT5300 K, which is
above any magnetic transitions in all the samples. LaMn3
and CaMnO3 data are shown here again~at a higher tempera
ture! for comparison. As the calcium concentration is i
creased tox50.12, the first Mn-O peak~at 1.5 Å! grows and
the combined Mn-La/Ca and Mn-Mn multipeak~at ;3.2 Å!
becomes smoother. The increase of the Mn-O peak am

li-

FIG. 5. FT of kx(k) vs r for all samples atT5300 K. These
transforms are related to the radial-distribution function. Peaks
amplitude correspond to neighbors around Mn atoms. Peak p
tions correspond to bond lengths up to an overall phase shift
corresponds to the species of the neighbor. For instance, the
peak at 1.5 Å corresponds to the Mn-O distances;1.95 Å.
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57 10 445LATTICE EFFECTS IN La12xCaxMnO3 (x50→1): . . .
tude indicates that the oxygen environment around the m
ganese is becoming less distorted; i.e., at least part of
significant distortion in LaMnO3 is removed. The smoothe
Mn-La/Ca and Mn-Mn multipeak indicates that the distrib
tion of bond lengths is probably becoming more ‘‘contin
ous;’’ that is, the bond length distribution is becoming mo
disordered rather than distorted with distinct bond lengt
This smoothing of the Mn-La/Ca and Mn-Mn multipeak
even more dramatic atT550 K ~Fig. 4 shows LaMnO3 at
T550 K; other concentrations are qualitatively the same
at 300 K in Fig. 5 for these peaks!. As x is increased to 0.21
0.25, and 0.3, the Mn-O peak continues to grow and
Mn-La/Ca and Mn-Mn environment does not change app
ciably. Thex50.65 sample breaks this trend, with a ve
different La, Ca, and Mn environment, although the Mn
peak has continued to grow withx. The amplitude near 2.4
Å in the transforms grows noticeably in thex50.65 sample.
This region in the CaMnO3 spectra is even larger in ampl
tude. The peak at 3.2 Å in the CaMnO3 transform is similar
in amplitude to the other materials, but;180° out of phase
~real part! compared with the corresponding peak f
LaMnO3 ~see Fig. 4! and the CMR materials. This is th
result of very different backscattering functions for La a
Ca. Thex50.65 sample is an intermediate case; the phas
shifted, relative to LaMnO3, but much less than 180°. Sinc
this peak is a weighted sum of contributions from Mn-C
and Mn-La, such a phase shift is expected for this sam
and does not indicate any large changes in the local struc
in this bond length range withx.

1. Amplitude of Mn-O Fourier transform peak

We will now focus on the amplitude of the Mn-O peak
the transformed data. First consider the room tempera

FIG. 6. Amplitude of the Mn-O peak vsx at 300 K. Generally,
the amplitude decreases with increasing distortions or diso
~;1/s for harmonic distributions!. Simulations of possible model
of the distortions are also displayed~please see text!. Error bars in
this and subsequent plots represent reproducibility, and do no
count for systematic errors.
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data, which is above any magnetic transitions~same tem-
perature as presented in Fig. 5!. The amplitudes of the Mn-O
peak in the transforms are well described (;3%) by linearly
interpolating the amplitudes from LaMnO3 and CaMnO3
based on the Ca concentration~Fig. 6!. This indicates that
the oxygen environment around manganese in Ca-substit
samples acts like a linearly interpolated average of the
end members. This result will be discussed in detail in S
IV A 2.

For the materials with a CMR transition, the Mn-O env
ronment orders as the systems become ferromagnetic,
some disorder exists even in the metallic state. Figur
shows the Mn-O peak amplitude at 50 K. The samples w
out a CMR transition still fall on a line that includes the en
compounds, with the same slope as at room temperature.
CMR samples fall well above this line, indicating that
least some of the distortion present aboveTc has been re-
moved. A possible exception is thex50.12 sample: A rea-
sonable linear fit can be obtained while including th
sample, but it appears that the MnO6 distortions are partially
removed in the FM state in this sample as well as in
CMR samples. We will discuss this result further below.

We can determine whether all of the distortion has be
removed by comparing to the amplitude if no distortio
were present. If the MnO6 octahedra were not distorted i
LaMnO3, that is, if the Mn-O bond lengths in LaMnO3 were
equal~within ;0.03 Å or so!, we expect that the amplitud
of the first peak would be slightly smaller than in CaMnO3.
This decrease occurs because XAFS amplitudes are pro

er

c-

FIG. 7. Amplitude of the Mn-O peak vsx at 50 K ~well below
any Tc’s!. For the non-CMR materials, the conclusion from Fig.
still holds; i.e., the Mn-O environment acts like a weighted avera
of the LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 structures~see the text for discussion
of x50.12 amplitude!. The open-box symbol shows roughly th
amplitude LaMnO3 would have if it were not JT active~see the
text!. The CMR Mn-O amplitudes are between the linear interpo
tions from CaMnO3 to either LaMnO3 or the modeled non-JT
LaMnO3. These data indicate that the JT distortion is clea
smaller belowTc in the CMR materials, but it is only;70% re-
moved.
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10 446 57C. H. BOOTHet al.
tional to 1/r 2. The unit cell of LaMnO3 is inherently larger
than that of CaMnO3 and thus the Mn-O bond length woul
be ;0.07 Å longer for Mn13, relative to that for Mn14 in
CaMnO3. We therefore expect to get an amplitude for ‘‘u
distorted’’ LaMnO3 shown by the open square in Fig.
Likewise, if all the Mn-O bond lengths within the MnO6
octahedra for the CMR samples were the same in the m
lic state, we would expect the Mn-O amplitude for the
samples to roughly fall on a line intermediate betwe
LaMnO3 ~no JT distortion! and CaMnO3. As Fig. 7 shows,
the Mn-O amplitude for the CMR samples falls well belo
such a line. This analysis suggests that DE belowTc removes
only about 70% of the distortion aboveTc . The residual
width of the Mn-O bond length distribution may be due
persisting static distortions or from dynamic fluctuations
the lattice. These possibilities will be discussed in Sec. IV
~It should be noted that the discussion above is somew
qualitative because the amplitude is assumed to be pro
tional to the pair-distribution amplitude. However, the amp
tude of XAFS data includes the interference effects, a
therefore the above discussion is limited to distortio
&0.1 Å.!

2. Fits to Mn K-edge data

Fits were performed to the MnK-edge data in order to
quantify the changes in the local structure with temperatu
Since XAFS cannot fully resolve any possible JT or simi
distortions~even in LaMnO3!, we fit the data with a simpli-
fied model which includes single Gaussian distributions
the 6 Mn-O, 8(12x) Mn-La, 8x Mn-Ca, and 6 Mn-O-Mn
scattering paths. Including more detail~i.e., three separate
Mn-O paths to try and fit the distortion! resulted in higher-
quality fits, but the results were not unique. In this model,
distortion will be accounted for by a broad Mn-O bond d
tribution width ~correlated Debye-Waller factors!. Figure 8
showssMn-O

2 as a function of temperature.~Recall that the
small error bars show the relative errors, as discussed in
II.! The LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 distribution widths are con-
sistently the highest and the lowest~respectively! of the se-
ries at all temperatures. All the insulating materials exhib
gradual increase insMn-O

2 , consistent with thermal broaden
ing, i.e., the correlated Debye model. AboveTc , sMn-O

2 for
the CMR materials appears to have this standard ther
temperature dependence. As these samples become
magnetic, the Mn-O distribution narrows. There is also so
evidence in Fig. 8 of a slight narrowing for thex50.12
sample.

Even well belowTc where the magnetization is near
saturated, the distribution gets narrow faster than a ther
model would allow: Fits to a correlated Debye model f
these samples well belowTc ~first 2–3 points! require an
unphysical, negative static distortion. More specifically, t
increase in curvature between the fits tosMn-O

2 for the x
50.0 and thex50.30 data suggests at least a 20% decre
in QD . Since the correlated Debye model givess2(T
50 K)}1/QD , we would expect a;20% increase insMn-O

2

at low T. Such an increase is not observed. This resul
consistent with our previous measurements,26 which caused
us to conjecture that well belowTc , changes in the Mn-O
distribution are primarily governed by changes in the m
al-
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netization. This possibility is considered in detail for all th
CMR samples in Sec. IV C.

Figure 9 shows the weighted average Mn-O bond leng
RMn-O . Recall that we have chosen to quantify the XAF
results with a single Gaussian distribution because XA
cannot resolve all the Mn-O peaks in this distorted enviro
ment. By using this distribution, we are more sensitive to
nearest Mn-O neighbors around 1.95 Å because of ther 2

factor than to the Mn-O neighbors near 2.15 Å. Hence, fo
material with a JT or CD-type of Mn-O distortion that grow
as the temperature is increased, we expect that the weig
average bond length measured by XAFS will decrease. T
decrease occurs because, in the case of a JT distortion,
Mn-O bonds shorten, two lengthen, and two do not cha
~to first order!. The higher sensitivity to shorter bonds resu
in a shortening of the average bond length as measure
XAFS.45 Consequently, changes in the measured bond len
would indicate in this case a change in thedistribution of
bond lengths, rather than an actual change in the bond le
for any particular atom pair. CMR materials all exhibit
shrinking of the Mn-O bond, commensurate with the d

FIG. 8. Correlated Debye-Waller width parameterss2 for the
Mn-O distribution vsT. Open symbols are for materials without th
CMR transition, while solid symbols correspond to materials with
CMR transition. The insulators’ widths increase with temperat
consistent with thermal broadening. The distribution width of t
Mn-O bonds for CaMnO3 is described well with a correlated Deby
model andQD5940630 K ~solid lines!. This same model with an
additional 0.0043 Å2 static broadening also describes the hig
temperature data forx50.21 and 0.25, and was previously show
to describe data from La0.5Ca0.5MnO3. ~Ref. 26!. The x50.65
widths are more consistent with aQD511006100 K. The Debye
temperatures forx50.0 and 0.12 are less clear, but are greater th
600 K. The width of the CMR samples changes rapidly with te
perature nearTc . Dotted lines are guides to the eye.
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57 10 447LATTICE EFFECTS IN La12xCaxMnO3 (x50→1): . . .
crease in magnetization. Interestingly, we measure a sim
shrinking aroundTc for the x50.12 sample, indicating tha
some removal of the distortion may be occurring on a lo
scale in this material, even though it remains insulating. T
continued lengthening of the mean Mn-O bond asT is low-
ered indicates that the decreasing distortions shown in Fi
are closely related to a further removal of Mn-O distortion
even well belowTc . The LaMnO3 material also shows a
shrinking Mn-O distance with increasing temperature. W
will discuss this unexpected result in Sec. IV B.

The other materials behave in a less unusual w
CaMnO3 shows very little change of the Mn-O bond leng
of 1.898~2! Å with temperature~this Mn-O distribution
should really be Gaussian; so these fits accurately desc
the distribution! and the x50.65 Mn-O bond length in-
creases linearly from 1.912~2! Å to 1.919~2! Å.

Figure 10 showssMn-Mn
2 vs T. For the CMR samples

these data show a very similar temperature dependence t
sMn-O

2 data ~Fig. 8!, including a comparable decrease
width asT is lowered throughTc . Again for x50.12, we
observe a small decrease in disorder forsMn-Mn asT is low-
ered throughTc , similar to that observed forsMn-O . In our
previous study,26 we measured a similar temperature dep
dence in samples withx50.25 and 0.33, but we could no
unambiguously assign this dependence to changes in
Mn-Mn atom-pair length distribution because changes in

FIG. 9. RMn-O vs T. RMn-O is the measured Mn-O bond length
using a single Gaussian Mn-O distribution to fit the neare
neighbor environment. In the event of an anharmonic distor
~such as a JT distortion! XAFS measurements of average bo
lengths will be lower than the actual mean of the distribution. D
creases in bond length with temperature may therefore indicat
increase of anharmonic distortions in this system. The dashed li
a polynomial fit toRMn-O for LaMnO3, as a guide to the eye.
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Mn-O-Mn bond angle could produce a similar effect. W
rule out this possibility below.

D. La12xCaxMnO3 series from the La K edge

La K-edge data were collected for thex50.12, 0.21, 0.25,
and 0.65 samples. The FT’s ofkx(k) for these data are
shown in Fig. 11. The first peak in the transform at;1.8 Å
includes contributions from all the La-O peaks listed
Table I, but primarily from the nearest eight oxygen atoms
the lanthanum ion. The peak at 2.8 Å is primarily due
La-Mn scattering, but includes contributions from the L
La/Ca peak at 3.6 Å. As the calcium concentration is
creased from 0.12 to 0.25, the La-O environment appe
unchanged. Indeed, a simulation of LaMnO3 shows a very
similar La-O distribution near 1.8 Å@Fig. 11~c!#. At the three
lower doping ranges, the biggest changes are in the La-La
peak at 3.6 Å. This change is expected, since Ca is a m
weaker backscattering atom than La. The changes in
La-Mn peak at 2.8 Å are at least partially explained by ov
lap with the La-La peak. This La-Mn peak is less distort
than the simulation of LaMnO3 would suggest, just as for th
Mn-La/Ca peak in the MnK-edge data. Thex50.65 sample
is different than the others: The La-O amplitude is larg
~indicating less distortion! as is the La-Mn peak, while the
La-La/Ca peak is not discernible in the transforms.

The simulation in Fig. 11~c! is calculated using the ortho
rhombic unit cell from Ref. 40. This unit cell appears
compare a bit more favorably to the nominally orthorhomb

t-
n

-
an
is

FIG. 10. sMn-Mn
2 vs T for ~a! insulating samples and~b! CMR

samples.~Note that thex50.0 and 0.21 data have been shifted
20.002 Å2 and 10.003 Å2, respectively, to avoid overlap.! Data
for CMR samples clearly show a step insMn-Mn

2 nearTc . Fits to
data forx50.65 were inconclusive regarding the Mn-Mn distrib
tion width.
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Ca-doped manganites for the nearest-neighbor La-O p
than the monoclinic cell used in Ref. 41 and Fig. 4.

The La-O widths (sLa-O
2 ) as a function of temperature ar

shown in Fig. 12. The widths of most of the data are ve
similar and increase very slowly with temperature, with
correlation to the magnetization. The only exception is
x50.65 sample, which has a stronger temperature de
dence. This result will be discussed in Sec. IV D. In a
case, the increase in disorder seen in the Mn-O pairs as
ated with the magnetization is not present in the La-O pa
Since these pairs are roughly perpendicular to each ot
these measurements show that the extra disorder in the M
bonds is mostly in the direction of those bonds and has l
if any component perpendicular to that direction. Similar
no change in the mean La-O bond lengths was obse
within ;0.015 Å ~not shown!. Since the Mn-La/Ca distribu
tion has been shown to not change significantly nearTc ~Ref.
26! ~these data agree!, we may therefore limit any possibl
change in the Mn-O-Mn bond angle nearTc to
sin21(0.015/1.9)>0.5°.

FIG. 11. LaK-edge FT ofkx(k) vs r . Panels~a! and~b! show
data for x50.12, 0.21, 0.25, and 0.65 atT550 K. The biggest
changes withx occur for the peak at 3.6 Å, which is predominant
due to La-La and La-Ca atom pairs. The La-O distribution does
change appreciably withx. Panel~c! shows data forx50.25 at both
50 K and 300 K. The amplitude of the La-O peak changes o
slightly over this temperature range, while the La-La/Ca pe
changes more abruptly. Also shown is a simulation of the LaK
edge of LaMnO3, calculated using diffraction data from Norb
et al. ~Ref. 40!.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

A. MnO 6 distortion in the paramagnetic state:
Jahn-Teller, charge disproportionation,

or isotropic polaron distortions?

The primary results described above are that the Mn6
octahedra are distorted forxÞ1 and that this distortion is
mostly, but not completely, removed belowTc in the CMR
samples. The presence of the distortion at high temperat
is evidence for a lattice polaron, which becomes partia
delocalized as the sample becomes ferromagnetic. The e
tence of such polaron distortions has been w
established.24–27 However, the symmetry of the experimen
tally observed polarons and the connection with the JT ef
have not been thoroughly addressed. Identifying the nat
i.e., the cause, of the measured distortions is an impor
step towards understanding the physics of
La12xCaxMnO3 series. Here, we examine the possibility th
distortions are caused by the Jahn-Teller effect or by so
other distorting mechanism.

1. Possible models for the Mn-O distortion

First, consider the different models and how they sho
manifest themselves in the structure. For simplicity, we w
assume that aboveTc , the electrons are well localized, an
thus individual Mn31 and Mn41 sites exist throughout the
crystal. In a JT distortion, each Mn31 site will have a distri-
bution of two oxygen atoms;1.9 Å away, two;1.97 Å
away, and two about 2.15 Å away, as in LaMnO3. At the
same time forxÞ0 in La12xCaxMnO3, there will be 6x
Mn41-O bonds at;1.9 Å per unit cell, as in CaMnO3. If
there is no JT distortion, one expects to have a bond len
distribution given roughly by the sum of the radii of wha
ever Mn ions are present and the oxygen atomic radii. If C
~charge disproportionation! occurs, one will expect some
number of Mn21-O bonds at;2.18 Å, some Mn13-O bonds
at 1.99 Å, and some Mn41-O bonds at 1.88 Å~using radii

t

y
k

FIG. 12. sLa-O
2 vs T for x50.12, 0.21, 0.25, and 0.65. The dis

tortions in the La-O peak are modeled by a single harmonic dis
bution, similarly to the fits of the MnK-edge XAFS data. The FM
samples show very little temperature dependence, although
mated errors allow for aQD as small as 900 K. Thex50.65 s2’s
increase more rapidly, consistent withQD5425650 K.
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from Ref. 46!. Of course, lattice effects are not really in
cluded by merely summing atomic radii. For instance,
small atomic radii of Ca and La cause the Mn-O-Mn bo
angle to be smaller than 180°. If one includes lattice effe
for the Mn31-O bonds, one might expect it to be more lik
the intermediate bond in LaMnO3, that is, 1.97 Å long. Like-
wise, Mn41-O bonds in this structure should be more li
1.90 Å, as in CaMnO3. In any case, the reader should noti
immediately that practically the same bond lengths occu
this model as in the JT distortion. Therefore, it is not enou
to show that long Mn-O bonds exist around 2.15 Å to s
that the distortion is caused by the JT effect. Moreover,
laron distortions in theabsenceof JT or CD effects will still
produce distortions that could change with magnetizati
For instance, a well-localized charge will cause a symme
distortion of oxygen around it, i.e., a breathing-mode dist
tion. In this model, which we refer to as the ionic polar
~IP! model, all Mn31-O bond lengths would be;1.97 Å and
all Mn41-O bond lengths would be;1.90 Å. In order to
differentiate between these possibilities, we will exploit ho
these models differ with changingx, and how they should
change when the distortion is partially removed by a fin
magnetization.

2. Discerning between distortion models

Now consider the XAFS data aboveTc . Recall that the
basic mechanism of transport aboveTc is well established to
be activated hopping.22,23 In this temperature regime, th
hopping frequency is impeded by the lack of a DE chann
since the samples are merely paramagnetic. The slow
ping frequency allows the lattice to relax around the we
localized charge carrier, forming a small polaron, i.e., we
defined distortions. What is the symmetry of this distortio
The data presented in Fig. 6 give us a strong clue regar
this question. The amplitude shown in Fig. 6 is invers
proportional to the distortion of the MnO6 octahedra. Since
the Mn-O environment in the doped samples acts like a
ear combination of the end compounds, the magnitude of
distortions is fully consistent with a model where the Mn th
are closely associated with La neighbors undergo a JT
tortion while the others do not. In the real material, Mn a
sociated with both Ca and La atoms probably has interm
ate distortions, and therefore the actual pair-distribut
function may be ‘‘quasicontinuous.’’

Neither CD nor IP models would behave this way. A C
model has all the correct bond lengths~as mentioned above!;
however, the degree to which Mn31 must disproportionate in
order to explain the thermogravimetric analysis31,32 ~TGA!
and TEP~Ref. 33! results must change significantly wit
calcium concentration. In fact, the effect is supposed to
large (;80%) in LaMnO3. This notion is already suspec
since if CD does occur to any significant degree, the rela
number of intermediate-length bonds (;1.97 Å) would be
decreased, and diffraction analyses invariably show
;1/3 of the Mn-O bonds in LaMnO3 are;1.97 Å. ~Diffrac-
tion experiments should provide the most accurate inform
tion for the pure materials, where structures are most lik
periodic.! However, even if we consider LaMnO3 as anoma-
lous, the TGA and TEP data also require that the CD eff
gradually become smaller with increasingx, and should dis-
appear at 45% calcium concentration. Therefore, in
e
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model, the Mn-O bond length distribution would not be
simple linear combination of the end compounds. Rathe
would appear more distorted~fewer intermediate Mn-O bond
lengths! at low x, and would order more quickly withx up to
x50.45 than one would expect from a linear interpolati
between the LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 structures. If the remain-
ing Mn31 ions ~the ones that do not disproportionate in
Mn21 and Mn41! also undergo a JT distortion~which we will
refer to as CD1JT!, we would expect a similar dependenc
of the distortion onx, but the curve will be offset, agreein
with a JT distortion abovex50.45. Last, if the distortions
are only due to an IP, the distortion should actually incre
with x for small x. @The IP model is already ruled out b
diffraction studies of LaMnO3 ~Refs. 40 and 41! and PDF
studies of La12xSrxMnO3 ~Ref. 27! that show a long Mn-O
bond;2.15 Å, but we include the model for completenes#

To quantify how the different model distortions wou
affect the XAFS amplitudes, we usedFEFF6 to simulate the
change in the amplitude for a given model vs the J
distorted LaMnO3 model ~Fig. 6!. For instance, if we take a
CD model for LaMnO3 at 50 K ~no JT distortions!, in which
80% of the Mn31-O ~1.97 Å! bonds are converted to
Mn41-O ~1.9 Å! and Mn21-O ~2.15 Å! bonds, then we cal-
culate an amplitude that is 86% of the amplitude in the
model. If we also allow the 20% remaining Mn31 to JT
distort, then the amplitude is only 65% of the amplitude o
JT model. Atx50.3, we have at least 30% Mn41 from the
Ca doping. Performing the same kind of simulation, we fi
that the CD amplitude would be much larger than given
the JT model (;113%). We have also plotted in Fig. 6 th
decreasing amplitude withx for the IP model~at low x!. At
x50.45, the CD and IP models come together, and
higher x go to the amplitude for CaMnO3. The CD1JT
model becomes the JT model abovex50.45. Figure 6 shows
that the Mn-O peak amplitude vsx in the CD or the CD1JT
model increases much more rapidly withx than in a JT
model. A measurement of this increased slope would be w
within the noise of our experiment. Therefore, the line
character and the rate of change withx of the experimental
amplitudes in Fig. 6 rule out the CD, CD1JT, and IP models
as the primary cause of the distortions.

From this analysis, we must conclude~in the absence of
other sensible models! that the distortions measured abo
Tc are due to local JT distortions around Mn31 ions. These
JT distortions exist across the entire Ca-doping range,
cluding the charge-ordered region, in agreement with the
terpretation of Ramirezet al.5 from thermodynamic and elec
tron diffraction data. We do not have an alternate model
the TGA ~Refs. 31 and 32! or TEP ~Ref. 33! data.

This analysis depends on the changes of the Mn-O
peak amplitude withx to make the above conclusions. No
that a CD model in which the fraction of Mn31 dispropor-
tionating remains a constant~between 60% and 75%!
amount with changingx cannot be ruled out by these dat
Likewise, in a CD1JT model, if the CD occurs&10% of the
time, these data would not be sensitive. Since diffract
clearly shows a JT distortion in LaMnO3, we conclude that
the maximum amount of CD is;10%.

B. Differences in the local structure between the magnetic
and paramagnetic states

The character of the distortion changes as the tempera
is dropped belowTc . As seen previously,24–27 the distortion
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of the Mn-O distribution decreases commensurate with
increasing magnetization. In addition, we measure an
crease in the weighted average Mn-O bond length in the
state~Fig. 9!. Since XAFS is more sensitive to the neare
neighbor Mn-O bonds~as discussed in Sec. III C!, this
change in the Mn-O bond length is more consistent with
removal of the JT distortion than a change in random dis
der.

The Mn-O bond length data for LaMnO3 are anomalous
~i.e., a decrease in the weighted average bond length! in that
they seem to indicate that the JT distortion grows with
creasing temperature. Although there are fewer data poin
the vicinity of TN(;130 K), it is possible that the primar
change in the Mn-O weighted bond length occurs atTN . If
we apply the same model for this sample as for the fe
magnetic samples, then this result for LaMnO3 may indicate
local ferromagnetic ordering coupling to the JT distortio
Indeed, the magnetic structure is ferromagnetic in planes
antiferromagnetic between planes of Mn and O.1 However,
in order to have a double-exchange coupling, there nee
be holes available to make Mn41 sites, and in this material
there should be very few (;0.012/unit cell from TGA of
oxygen concentration!. If a small amount of CD occurs
~&10% by the arguments above!, enough holes may be
available. A temperature-dependent diffraction analysis m
help explain this unexpected result.

An important question not adequately addressed by
previous works is whether the oxygen moves perpendicul
to the direction of the Mn-Mn pairs atTc , that is, whether
the distortion is caused by a change in the Mn-O-Mn bo
angle. Indeed, the magnitude of the Mn-O-Mn bond an
has been related to the hopping matrix element via the ef
of the average ionic radius of the La site onTc .34 A simple
polaron or JT distortion would be along the direction of t
neighboring Mn, roughly preserving the Mn-O-Mn bon
angle, whereas some distortion of the La/Ca-O bonds wo
not preserve this angle. These~Fig. 10! and previous XAFS
experiments26 measure a change in the order of the Mn-M
peak in the FT ofkx(k) as the temperature passes throu
Tc , which could have either been due to changes in
Mn-Mn pair distribution or to changes in the Mn-O-Mn bon
angle. The LaK-edge data reported here now rule out a
change in the Mn-O-Mn bond angle within 0.5° by observi
no change within 0.015 Å in the La-O pair distribution ne
Tc , either in the distribution width or in the bond length.

The measured changes in the disorder of the Mn-Mn c
tribution to the XAFS can now be unambiguously attribut
to removal of a distortion of the Mn-Mn pairs belowTc ~as
in the MnO6 octahedra!. Moreover, the data showin
changes in the disorder of the insulatingx50.12 sample nea
Tc can now be taken to include changes in the Mn-O and
Mn-Mn distribution widths, and perhaps also in the Mn-
weighted bond length. These data are thus strong evide
that DE couples to the lattice distortions even in an insu
ing ~but FM! sample. From Fig. 8, we estimate that the sta
JT distortion is reduced by;0.02 Å ~s’s add in quadrature!
in the FM state. This result is consistent with measureme
on the La12xSrxMnO3 series by Loucaet al.27

C. Delocalization and magnetization

At T550 K, the magnetization is virtually saturated~Fig.
1! and thes’s are no longer changing much with temperatu
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~Figs. 8, 10, and 12!. As shown in Fig. 7, the Mn-O environ
ment in the insulating materials still acts like a linear inte
polation of CaMnO3 and the JT-active LaMnO3 Mn-O envi-
ronments, and therefore the JT distortions are still pres
The CMR materials have a smaller distortion, although
as small as one expects by complete removal of the dis
tion. These data suggest that the distortion and the mag
zation may be functionally related. We can estimate
amount of distortion removed by the sample magnetizat
by extrapolating a curve~from the correlated Debye mode!
through the high-temperature data forsMn-O

2 in Fig. 8 and
taking the difference:

Ds25sT
21sFP

2 2sMn-O
2 , ~1!

wheresT
2 is the thermal contribution~estimated from a fit to

the CaMnO3 data!, sFP
2 is the fully developed polaron distor

tion ~estimated at room temperature!, andsMn-O
2 is the data

shown in Fig. 8. We have found the ln(Ds)}M/M0, and that
the data forx50.21, 0.25, and 0.30 all fall on the same lin
~Fig. 13!.

This relationship could be an important clue for unde
standing the nature of distortions and the transport in
metallic state. Here we consider some simple models of
distortion and try to relate them to the magnetization. T
persistence of the distortion in the metallic state suggests
at least some of the electrons causing the polaron distor
are still partially localized on the time scale of phonon vibr
tions, in agreement with PDF data on La12xSrxMnO3 ~Ref.
27! and with measurements of the magnetic correlat
length.47 This partial localization may be characterized
several ways. One possibility is that if some fraction of t
electrons become trapped, then the lattice may have tim
relax into a JT distortion around those Mn31 sites. This situ-
ation could easily arise if some defect was encountered, s
as a Mn21 ion or a Mn vacancy. We will call this model th
‘‘two-fluid’’ model, since some holes will be localized an
others will be delocalized charge carriers. In this case
distortions on the localized sites are essentially static.

A second possibility is that all the charge carriers in t
metallic state are partially delocalized, creating an ‘‘av
age,’’ essentially static, distortion over several unit cells27

FIG. 13. Natural logarithm of the size of the distortion remov
by the magnetizationDs @Eq. ~1!# vs magnetization~normalized to
M at 5 K!. All data are described by the equation ln(Ds)
50.99(3)M /M023.82(5).
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We refer to this model as the extended polaron model
third possibility is that the systems are in an intermedi
regime in which the hopping frequency is enhanced by
DE:16–19 Here, the distortion canpartially relax before the
next hop occurs and we would measure only a partial
moval of the distortion.48 The remaining distortions are the
better characterized as dynamic disorder, since locally
Mn-O bond lengths are time dependent, and the bond len
distribution would be continuous.

Although these different transport possibilities all ha
distinctly different Mn-O bond length distributions, the se
sitivity of current local structure probes cannot differentia
between them. However, we can model at least the two-fl
model and the extended polaron model and consider
they might scale with the magnetization.

We will now consider these models and how they sho
affect the XAFS results, beginning with the two-fluid mod
The linear dependence of the distortion on the calcium c
centration~Figs. 6 and 7! suggests that the amplitude of th
Mn-O peak is a good predictor of the localized hole conc
tration. BelowTc , a large fraction of the holes in the CMR
samples become delocalized~Fig. 7!. As a model of this
distortion, consider the effect of removing the distorti
around some fraction of the manganese sites. In this mo
the pair-distribution function~which is proportional to the
FT amplitude for relatively small distortions! is the sum of
two ~unresolved! Gaussians, centered on approximately
same average bond length. GaussianG1 represents the Mn
ions with nearly itinerent charge carriers; it has a narrow
width than GaussianG2, which represents Mn atoms wit
localized polarons. The fractional weight of these two Ga
sians changes with the magnetization, which in turn chan
the overall peak amplitude of the sum:Atotal5AG11AG2 .
Therefore, assuming that the Mn-O peak amplitude is a g
measure of the localized hole concentration below as we
aboveTc , we can measure thedelocalizedhole concentra-
tion ndh in terms of the available holesx as:

ndh5
A~x,T,M !2AD~x,T!

AND~x,T!2AD~x,T!
x, ~2!

where A(x,T,M ) is the total peak amplitude of the pai
distribution function at some magnetizationM , AD(x,T) is
the peak amplitude if the distortion were fully develope
andAND(x,T) is the amplitude if there were no distortion o
the peak. SinceA}1/s, we can use the width measuremen
obtained in the fits, yielding

ndh5
1/sMn-O21/sD

1/sND21/sD
x. ~3!

The width with no distortionsND is the temperature
dependent contributionsT . The width from a fully distorted
Mn-O distributionsD is given by the thermal contribution
and the additional disorder from a fully developed polar
distortionsFP: sD

2 5sFP
2 1sT

2 . As mentioned above,sFP
2 is a

constant that we determine from the room temperature d
To lowest order,Ds2}ndh, and so it is not surprising tha

we find thatndh as calculated from Eq.~3! depends exponen
tially on the magnetization for the CMR samples, as sho
in Fig. 14. Each line is described well by the function
A
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n

ndh5n0~x!expFKnS M

M0
21D G .

This form of the equation is chosen so thatn0(x) gives the
~maximum! number of delocalized holes atM5M0 ; esti-
mated values aren0(x)50.16(2), 0.19~2!, and 0.26~2! for
x50.21, 0.25, and 0.30. The coefficientKn appears to be a
constant in this small sample set,Kn53.860.2. At low tem-
peratures, the fractional number of holes,F5n0 /x, does not
reach unity~as expected from Fig. 7!, with ;20% of the
holes still localized. The data indicate thatF increases from
;77% to 86% fromx50.21 to 0.30. It would be interesting
to determineF for a finer grid of calcium concentration
from x'0.2 to 0.48 and measure the concentration wherF
is maximized. Reference 27 indicates that in the Sr mate
F51 for CMR samples withx*0.35.

In simple transport models,r51/(nemc), wheremc is the
effective carrier mobility andn is the number of charge car
riers per unit volume. Therefore, transport measureme
showing r}exp(2Kr M/M0) ~Ref. 22! are essentially in
agreement with the data shown in Fig. 14. One might exp
the factorKr to be equal to our measurement ofKn . How-
ever, in the units used in this paper, we estim
Kr55.260.3 from Ref. 22. This difference may be due to
sample-dependent effect but is more likely the result ofmc
changing withM or T. A combination of the structural and
transport measurements can produce the following inter
ing result, based on the conjecture that the results forKr are
not very sample dependent.~This conjecture is not unreason
able, since theKn are roughly constant for the three sampl
measured in this study.! Since the structural measurement
the delocalized hole concentrationndh is not dependent on
the mobility mc ~at least according to this model!, Kn,Kr

may indicate thatm increases with increasingM . If so, the
combination of this structural measurement with the tra
port measurements suggests

mc}expS Km

M

M0
D ,

FIG. 14. Natural logarithm of the modeled delocalized hole co
centrationndh vs magnetization~normalized toM at 5 K!. ndh is
calculated using only the MnO6 distortions@Eq. ~3!#, yet has a simi-
lar functional dependence on the magnetization as the resist
~Ref. 22!.
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with Km51.460.4. A measurement of the Hall mobility v
M could help determine whether or not the model used
determinendh @Eq. ~2!# should somehow includemc . Unfor-
tunately, Hall measurements on magnetic samples with la
magnetoresistance effects are very difficult to interpret.

The model for the delocalized hole concentration used
Eq. ~2! assumes that a delocalized hole no longer contribu
at all to the MnO6 distortions; i.e., it becomes complete
itinerant. Increasing the magnetization would ‘‘releas
holes into the conducting state. This model is functiona
the same as used by Hundleyet al.,49 which explains ther
}exp(2Kr M /M0) relation in terms of a decreasing polaro
binding energyWp with increasingM . Using this compari-
son, theWp is directly related to the distortion.

Of course, as mentioned above, other models may als
able to explain the essential physics and how the distort
scale with the magnetization. Another model that may
scribe the transport is the extended polaron model. T
model ascribes the change in the distortion to a charge th
spread out over more than one site. In this picture, the
tortion is reduced proportionally to the number of Mn sit
~or extent E! included within the polaron generated by
single, partially delocalized hole. An estimate forE is ob-
tained from

E5
AND~x,T!2AD~x,T!

AND~x,T!2A~x,T,M !
. ~4!

Figure 15 showsE as a function of the magnetization. Fro
this equation we would infer that at low temperatures,
polaron is spread out over three to five Mn sites~possibly
more for thex50.30 sample!. However, a plot of ln(E) vs M
does not produce a straight line, and we are not clear hoa
priori to relate this quantity to transport measurements.

Although the two-fluid model fits the data well and agre
with transport measurements, the apparent independen
the curves in Fig. 13 ofx is still unexplained. The actua
transport mechanism may be better explained by an inter
diate coupling of the carriers to the lattice with a doub
exchange interaction.16–19 A calculation of the magnitude o
the Mn-O distortions within these models as a function ofM

FIG. 15. The modeled extentE @Eq. ~4!# of the polaron distor-
tion per available holex vs the normalized magnetization~normal-
ized toM at 5 K!.
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has not been explicitly performed, as far as we know. Ho
ever, such a calculation is implicitly included in the mode

D. Incommensurate to commensurate charge ordering
transition in La 0.35Ca0.65MnO3

The distortions of the first Mn-O peak forx50.65 are
consistent with all the other samples measured, in that
distortion can be modeled as a JT distortion around availa
Mn31 ions and no distortion around Mn41 ions ~Figs. 6 and
7!, within the resolution of these XAFS experiments. Th
distortion is maintained at all temperatures; the measu
width of the pair distribution is almost independent of tem
perature and can be fit to a Debye model with a rather h
Debye temperature with static disorder. Although we ha
no electron diffraction data demonstrating that this sam
charge orders, we do see changes in the magnetization
temperature that are consistent with the formation of
charge-ordered state.5 Even so, it is likely that the loca
Mn-O structure is only weakly sensitive to this state, sin
the excess charge remains localized both above and b
TN . Rather than delocalizing as in the CMR materials,
location of the doped charges becomes periodic. Our m
surements indicate that any possible changes in the M
widths s2 either atTN or TCO are limited to 0.0002 Å2. A
similar lack of change in the local structure has been sho
to occur at the ferroelectric transition in PbTiO3.

50

In terms of the nearest-neighbor structure, the only int
esting difference between this sample and the other insu
ing samples is that the correlated Debye temperatureQD is
much higher for thex50.65 Mn-O pairs (;1100 K) than for
the other samples, which all haveQD&940 K in the insulat-
ing state. This largeQD for x50.65 is also at odds with the
measurement ofQD5950 K for the Mn-O distribution in an
AF sample of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3,

26 which shows signs of CO in
the magnetization curves as well. The large value ofQD is
surprising for this substituted sample, as one would exp
the strongest bonds to be found in the highly orde
CaMnO3 material. The much weaker temperature dep
dence ofs2 in the 65% sample may be related to addition
disorder in the CO state belowTN . For instance, although
the data fit a thermal model well~but with an unusually high
Debye temperature!, there may also be a combination of bo
thermal and other effects that conspires to produce the
served very weak temperature dependence. However, fu
data are needed to explore this possibility.

In contrast, the temperature dependence ofs2 for the
La-O pair distribution is weak for the FM samples but qu
strong for the 65% sample: That is,QD is much higher in
the FM samples~.900 K; see Fig. 12! than for the x
50.65 sample (;425 K). These CO systems therefore me
further study.

V. CONCLUSION

We have reported XAFS data that clarify the nature of
distortions in the La12xCaxMnO3 materials. Comparisons o
the Mn-O distribution aboveTc for variousx show that the
Mn-O distortions are consistent with a linear interpolation
the end-member compounds LaMnO3 and CaMnO3, indicat-
ing that proposed charge disproportionation models are
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consistent with the local structure. By contrast, a mod
which includes a Jahn-Teller distortion in proportion to th
Ca concentration fits the data well. BelowTc , this linear
interpolation fails for samples exhibiting a CMR effect as th
disorder in Mn-O pairs is reduced, consistent with pa
distribution function analyses.24,27 However, the Mn-O peak
amplitudes are still not completely ordered, indicating th
the polarons may not be completely delocalized~consistent
with Ref. 27 for the Sr compounds!. This result is supported
by the lack of a significant shift in the MnK-edge threshold
energy, in agreement with Subı´as et al.39 Small changes in
the weighted average Mn-O bond length throughTc show
that the change in disorder is not symmetric about Mn, co
sistent with a change in a JT distortion. We also report
K-edge data that indicate that any change in the Mn-O-M
bond angle aroundTc is limited to,0.5°. This result shows
that changes insMn-Mn are along the Mn-O bonds; conse
quently, the Mn atoms are displaced as well as the O ato
The combination of all these results indicates that the ess
tial physics is described by local JT distortions aboveTc that
are partially delocalized belowTc , although small amounts
of CD (&10%) cannot be ruled out. These distortions sca
with transition temperature and magnetization. In particul
by using a model that equates the removal of the JT dist
tion around a single Mn site with the creation of a deloca
l

-

t

-
a
n

s.
n-

e
r,
r-
-

ized hole ndh, we find that ln(ndh)}M . Since ln(r)}2M
and, in simple transport models,r}1/nmc ~n is the number
of charge carriers, andmc is the mobility!, we now have
empirical relations between the spin, charge, mobility, a
lattice distortions in the CMR perovskites.
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